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I. AREA CHARACTERISTICS
Surrounding zoning, plan designations, and land uses:
Zoning
Site

SU-2/M-R
(Mixed Residential)
IDO: R1-B

North

SU-2/M-R, SU-2/RO
(Residential Office)
IDO: R-ML

South

SU-2/M-R
(Mixed Residential)
IDO: R-1B

East

SU-2/M-R
(Mixed Residential)
IDO: R1-B

West

SU-2/M-R
(Mixed Residential)
IDO: R1-B

Comprehensive Plan Area
Applicable Rank II & III Plans

Land Use

Area of Consistency
Huning Highland Sector Development Plan
Huning Highland Historic Overlay Zone

Office

Area of Change
Huning Highland Sector Development Plan
Huning Highland Historic Overlay Zone

Single-family home, then
office

Area of Consistency
Huning Highland Sector Development Plan
Huning Highland Historic Overlay Zone
Area of Consistency
Huning Highland Sector Development Plan
Huning Highland Historic Overlay Zone
Area of Change
Huning Highland Sector Development Plan
Huning Highland Historic Overlay Zone

Single-family home

Single-family home,
duplex
Alley, single-family
homes

II. INTRODUCTION
Proposal
This proposal is for a sector development plan map amendment (zone change) to the Huning Highland
Sector Development Plan (HHSDP), and an as-built site development plan for building permit, for Lot
7, Block 12, Huning’s Highlands Addition, an approximately 0.2 acre site located on Edith Blvd. NE,
between Tijeras Ave. NE and Copper Ave. NE (205 Edith Blvd. NE) (the “subject site”). The
application was submitted on May 16, 2018, one day before the effective date of the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO) (May 17, 2018), and therefore is being heard under the former zoning
system.
The applicants recently purchased a remodeled home in this historic neighborhood and proceeded to
open an interior design firm. The subject site is zoned SU-2/MR (Mixed Residential) pursuant to the
HHSDP. The applicants state that they were unaware that the office use was not allowed in the SU2/MR zone until they received a Notice of Violation (NOV) from the Code Enforcement Division.
The applicant is requesting zoning of SU-2/SU-1 for O-1 Permissive Uses in order to continue
operating the business on the subject site.
An associated, as-built site development plan for building permit, for the existing building on the
subject site, is required pursuant to Zoning Code §14-16-2-22(A)(6), the Special Use Zone, because
an SU-1 zone is requested.
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Environmental Planning Commission (EPC) Role
The EPC is hearing this case because the EPC is required to hear all zone map amendment (zone
change) cases, regardless of site size, in the City. The EPC is the final decision-making body unless
the EPC decision is appealed [Ref: §14-16-2-22(A)(1)]. If so, an appeal would be heard by the Land
Use Hearing Officer (LUHO). The request is a quasi-judicial matter.
Context
The subject site is on the western side of Edith Blvd. NE, between Tijeras Ave. NE and Copper Ave.
NE. It is the second lot from the northern side of a small block that consists of four lots. This block is
Arno St. NE lies to the west and Walter St. NE lies to the east. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. is a
block north of the subject site and Central Ave. is a block south of the subject site. The subject site is
located in the Huning Highland Historic District.
To the north is a single-family home zoned R1-B (formerly SU-2/MR). though the land use is listed
as multi-family. Across Tijeras Ave. NE, to the north, is a multi-family style building that houses an
office (zoned R-ML, formerly SU-2/RO, Residential Office).
To the west is an alley and single-family homes. To the east are single-family homes and a duplex. To
the south are single-family homes, and then the City Special Collections Library. The buildings are
typical of the historic, early 1900s period in which the subdivision developed. Central Ave. is little
further south, within walking distance of the subject site.
Comprehensive Plan
The subject site is in an Area of Consistency, as are the lots to the south and the east. The lots to the
north and west are in an Area of Change. The subject site is not in a designated Activity Center and is
about a block and a half north of Central Ave., which is designated a Premium Transit Corridor, a
Major Transit Corridor, and a Main Street Corridor. A Premium Transit station is within 660 feet
(considered acceptable walking distance).
The Huning Highland Sector Development Plan (HHSDP) applies because the application was
submitted before May 17, 2018, when it was rescinded upon adoption of the Integrated Development
Ordinance (IDO). The subject site is within the boundaries of the Huning Highland Historic District
and the Historic Overlay Zone (HOZ). The IDO contains a HOZ for Huning Highland (HOZ-4).
History & Background
The subject site is located in the historic Huning Highlands Neighborhood, which was platted in 1880.
The Huning Highlands Sector Development Plan (HHSDP) contains a history of the larger Plan area
(see p. 7). In 1959, when zoning was established for the first time in Albuquerque, much of the area
was zoned for office use because planners at the time envisioned the expansion of office uses to the
east of downtown. Prior to adoption of the 1977 Plan, the Huning Highland area was zoned O-1 and
C-2 for office and commercial uses. However, the northeast heights continued to grow and expansion
of areas near Downtown slowed down, so the Huning Highland area largely retained its residential
character though it continued to decline.
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The HHSDP, adopted in January 1988 (Enactment No. 3-1988), superseded the previous
neighborhood plan (the 1977 Plan). The subject site was zoned SU-2/MR (Mixed Residential) in both
plans (see Zoning section of this report). Huning Highland became the City’s first nationally
registered Historic District in 1978. In 1980, the City Council designated the Huning Highlands
Historic District as the first City Historic Overlay Zone (HOZ) to protect historic architecture and
streetscapes (HHSDP, p. 8). The boundaries of the Historic District and the HOZ are the same, though
these differ slightly from the sector plan boundaries (some commercial properties in the SE and NW
corners of the area are not included with the historic designations). The subject site is within the
boundaries of the HHSDP, the Historic District, and the HOZ.
The single family home on the subject site was built as part of the original neighborhood, which was
platted in the 1880s. There are no relevant case history or case tracking numbers. The applicants
recently purchased the property from a real estate agent, who had cleaned it up with the intention of
flipping it. The applicants also made improvements to the property. However, certain non-historically
appropriate changes were made to the historic home (ex. windows). Concerned neighbors contacted
Historic Preservation Staff, who worked with the former and current property owners to ensure that
the home maintains the historic qualities that characterize the HOZ.
Transportation System
The 2040 Long Range Roadway System (LRRS) map, produced by the Mid-Region Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MRMPO), identifies the functional classifications of roadways. Copper Ave.
NE, Arno St. NE, Tijeras Ave. NE, and Edith Blvd. NE (which the subject site fronts) are local streets.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. and Central Ave. are Community Principal Arterials.
Transit & Bikeways
The subject site is a between Central Ave. NE to the south and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. to the
north. Some of the most frequent transit service in the City runs along Central Ave, which is about a
block and a half south of the subject site. Albuquerque Ride Route #66- Central Ave., runs along
Central Ave. and makes frequent stops. It offers service weekdays and weekends.
Rapid Ride service, Routes #766 and #777, runs frequently along Central Ave. on weekdays and
weekends, from early morning into the night. The ART busses will run along Central Ave. when that
system is operational. Albuquerque Ride Route #50-Airport, Yale, Downtown runs along Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Ave. and offers service weekdays and weekends.
A bike route runs along Edith Blvd. NE. Central Ave. has a bike lane at this location, north of the
subject site.
Public Facilities/Community Services
Please refer to the Public Facilities Map (see attachment).
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III. ZONING
Definitions- §14-16-1-5
HOME OCCUPATION. An activity carried on for profit or for philanthropic purposes, where all or
part of the activity takes place on a residentially-used lot and the activity is not being legally
conducted as another permissive or conditional principal use.
OFFICE. A place where consulting, record keeping, the work of a professional person such as a
physician or lawyer is done, or a headquarters of an enterprise or organization; the sale of on-premises
goods is not included.
ZONE, RESIDENTIAL. The RO-1, RO-20, R-1, MH, R-T, R-LT, RG, R-2, R-3, RA-1, RA-2, RC,
and RD zones; and the segments of the SU-1, SU-2, and SU-3 zones where the predominant use
allowed in a subarea is residential.
Existing Zoning
The subject site is zoned “SU-2/MR (Mixed Residential)” pursuant to the Huning Highland Sector
Development Plan (HHSDP), which established zoning for the area. The subject site was given this
zoning designation upon adoption of the 1977 Plan (HHSDP, p. 8-9). The subject site’s zoning carried
over into the existing 1988 Plan.
The SU-2 Special Neighborhood Zone “allows a mixture of uses controlled by a sector development
plan” (see Zoning Code §14-16-2-23), in this case the HHSDP. The SU-2/MR zone corresponds to the
R-1 zone of the Zoning Code, with exceptions (HHSDP, p. 31-32) regarding setbacks, conditional
uses, bed and breakfast establishment, parking lot, and signage.
The R-1 zone (see Zoning Code §14-16-2-6) allows “house, one per lot” as the main permissive use,
though other uses are allowed as accessory uses (ex. non-commercial accessory structure, garage sale,
day care, home occupation, etc.). The interior design business is an office use, and office is not listed
as permissive or conditional in the R-1 zone. The business cannot be considered a home occupation
(see definition, above) because the subject site is not used as a residence.
Proposed Zoning
The applicant proposes the following zoning: SU-2/SU-1 for O-1 Uses. The applicants want to be able
to operate their interior design business on the subject site. The proposed zoning would be site plan
controlled by use of the SU-1 zone, but the SU-2 would be retained so the subject site would remain
subject to the HHSDP.
The SU-1 Special Use zone (see Zoning Code §14-16-2-22) provides suitable sites for uses that are
special, and for which the appropriateness of the use to a specific location depends upon the character
of the site design. An associated site development plan is required with the SU-1 designation pursuant
to subsection (A)(6) of the SU-1 zone (see Section VI of this report).
The O-1 zone (see Zoning Code §14-16-2-15) “provides sites suitable for office, service, institutional,
and dwelling uses.” Some permissive uses in the O-1 zone are beauty shop, church, dwelling unit up
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to 25% area of the premises, office, and parking lot. Some conditional uses are community residential
program, dwelling units more than 25% area of the premises, retailing of food and drink. The
requested designation of “O-1 Uses” means that both permissive and conditional O-1 uses would be
allowed.
The Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) & Zoning
The IDO became effective on May 17, 2018, which is after this application was filed. Therefore, the
application is being evaluated under the regulations in place at the time of application submittal (the
Zoning Code and the HHSDP) and not the new IDO.
For informational purposes, the subject site’s SU-2/M-R zoning would convert to R-1B under the
IDO. The proposed zoning of SU-2/SU-1 for O-1 Permissive Uses would convert to MX-T under the
IDO. The business would fall under the category “Personal and business services, small”, which is
defined as establishments with less than 10,000 sf of area. The MX-T zone would also allow for a
single-family home permissively, in case the applicants want to use the existing building as a home. If
the SU-1 for O-1 Permissive Uses zoning is approved and converted to MX-T, then the site plan will
continue to control development and uses pursuant to IDO Section 14-16-1-10(A).
IV. ANALYSIS -ADOPTED ORDINANCES, PLANS, AND POLICIES
A) ALBUQUERQUE/BERNALILLO COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (RANK I)
The subject site is located in an area that the 2017 Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive
Plan has designated an Area of Consistency. The Goals and policies listed below are those cited by the
applicant in the zone change justification letter (see attachment). Staff does not provide analysis or
additional citations other than what the applicant provided because, pursuant to Section B of R2701980, the burden is on the applicant to show why the zone change should be made.
Chapter 4- Community Identity
Goal 4.1-Character
Policy 4.1.1-Distinct Communities
Goal 4.2- Process
Chapter 5- Land Use
Policy 5.1.1-Desired Growth
Policy 5.1.8-Premium Transit Corridors
Policy 5.1.10-Major Transit Corridors
Goal 5.2- Complete Communities
Policy 5.2.1-Land Uses
Policy 5.3.1-Infill Development
Policy 5.3.2-Leapfrog Development
Policy 5.4.1-Housing near Jobs
Policy 5.6.3-Areas of Consistency
Policy 5.6.2-Areas of Change
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B) HUNING HIGHLAND SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN (RANK III)
The Huning Highlands Sector Development Plan (HHSDP) generally encompasses properties
between the following approximate boundaries: Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. on the north, Coal
Ave. on the south, Broadway Blvd. on the west, and Locust St. on the east. Specific boundaries are
shown on p. 4.
The HHSDP was first adopted in 1977 (R4-1977, the 1977 Plan) and then was revised and adopted in
1988 (Bill No. R-336, Enactment No. 3-1988). Planning efforts began in 1985 to rewrite zoning
language, clarify requirements and update existing conditions. Staff determined that a new Plan, rather
than an amendment, was needed. The result is the existing 1988 HHSDP, the purpose of which was to
review existing conditions and recommend amendments to the 1977 Plan. The HHSDP established
zoning throughout the Plan area and used the SU-2 designation.
Two amendments were enacted in 2005. One established the SU-2/CRZ Corridor Revitalization Zone
for lots fronting Central Ave. between Broadway Blvd. and lots fronting Broadway Blvd. between
Central and Coal Aves. (Bill No. R-04-155, Enactment No. R-2005-033). The other amended this and
the HOZ legislation to establish the Huning Highland-East Downtown Urban Conservation Overlay
Zone and associated regulations. The subject site is not within either of these areas.
The HHSDP contains one overarching Goal (see p.1) and eleven bulleted objectives (see p. 6).
However, none of these are cited in the applicant’s justification.
V. SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN MAP AMENDMENT
RESOLUTION 270-1980 (POLICIES FOR ZONE MAP AMENDMENTS)
Requirements
Resolution 270-1980 outlines policies and requirements for deciding zone map change applications.
The applicant must provide sound justification for the proposed change and demonstrate that several
tests have been met. The burden is on the applicant to show why a change should be made.
The applicant must demonstrate that the existing zoning is inappropriate because of one of three
findings: 1) there was an error when the existing zone map pattern was created; or 2) changed
neighborhood or community conditions justify the change; or 3) a different land use category is more
advantageous to the community, as articulated in the Comprehensive Plan or other City master plan.
Justification & Analysis
The zone change justification letter analyzed here, received on July 27, 2018, is a response to Staff’s
request for a revised justification (see attachment). The subject site is currently zoned SU-2/M-R
(Mixed Residential). A change of zone would constitute an amendment to the Huning Highland Sector
Development Plan (HHSDP). The requested zoning is “SU-2/SU-1 for O-1 Permissive Uses”. The
reason for the request is to allow the interior design business to continue to operate on the subject site.
The applicants own the subject site.
Text of R270-1980 is in regular text. The applicant’s justification (summarized) is in italics. Staff’s
analysis follows in bold italics.
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A. “A proposed zone change must be found to be consistent with the health, safety, morals and
general welfare of the City.”
The change requested herein is consistent with the health, safety, morals, and general welfare of
the City because the request will further the outlined goals and policies of the comp Plan as
demonstrated in Sections C and D of this request. The allowed uses under SU-1 for Permissive O1 uses will not be harmful as demonstrated in Section E. MBA’s employees will be at work when
residents are away, thereby creating a presence and deterring crime. MBA’s presence will not
increase traffic and it has no exterior signage. Office uses are already present in the vicinity.
MBA’s request will clearly facilitate the applicable provisions of the Comp Plan.
Consistency with the City’s health, safety, morals and general welfare is shown by
demonstrating that a request furthers (or clearly facilitates if the request is for SU-1 zoning)
applicable Goals and policies from the Comprehensive Plan and other applicable plans (see
Section C), which in this case is the Huning Highland Sector Development Plan (HHSDP).
Also, since the proposed zone change is to an SU-1 zone, it is dependent upon an associated site
development plan. The response to Section A is sufficient, but the applicant has not
demonstrated that the request clearly facilitates realization of applicable Goals and policies in
the response to Section C.
B. “Stability of land use and zoning is desirable; therefore, the applicant must provide a sound
justification for the change. The burden is on the applicant to show why the change should be made,
not on the City to show why the change should not be made.”
The change to the zone map will actually support stability of land use and zoning rather than
defeat it. It is critically important to understand that MBA only seeks a change to the zone map to
match its existing use (and that of a number of neighbors), not to allow new or different uses.
Furthermore, the property will be controlled by the accompanying site plan, and the commission
will have the opportunity to approve particular uses among the list of permissive uses, rather than
the entire list.
The requested zoning is limited in scope and, because an SU-1 zone is requested, it is tied to an
“as-built” site development plan for the subject site that shows the existing building and site and
indicates the proposed use as “interior design firm”. No changes to what exists currently are
proposed. Though another O-1 permissive use would be able to occupy the subject site, it would
be constrained by the size of the building and the lot area and would have to be a small-scale
operation.
A broader request to a zone with commercial uses or increased residential density, for example,
could have a greater effect upon land use stability in the area because these uses are typically
more intense than permissive uses in the O-1 zone.
The current use (interior design firm), specified on the site development plan, is unlikely to
adversely affect stability of land use and zoning in the immediate area, which is characterized
by a mix of single-family residential, multi-family residential, office, institutional, and
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commercial uses. The response to Section B is sufficient, though the applicant has not
adequately demonstrated that the proposed zone change is justified in the response to Section C.
C: “A proposed change shall not be in significant conflict with adopted elements of the
Comprehensive Plan or other City master plans and amendments thereto including privately
developed area plans which have been adopted by the City.”
Applicant’s Relevant Citations: Community Identity Goal 4.1-Character; Policy 4.1.1-Distinct
Communities; Land Use Policy 5.1.1-Desired Growth; 5.1.8-Premium Transit Corridors; Policy
5.1.10-Major Transit Corridors; Goal 5.2- Complete Communities; Policy 5.2.1-Land Uses;
Policy 5.6.3-Areas of Consistency; Policy 5.6.2-Areas of Change.
Staff finds that the following citations do not apply: Goal 4.2- Process, Policy 5.3.1-Infill
Development; Policy 5.3.2-Leapfrog Development; Policy 5.4.1-Housing near Jobs.
Goal 4.2 is about the community engagement process that will be part of the Community
Planning Area (CPA) assessments and not applicable to this zone change request.
Policy 5.3.1 refers to infill development, but the request is not for development. Rather, it’s for
re-using an already developed building and site.
Policy 5.3.2 refers to leapfrog development. The applicant does not explain how this zone
change would discourage leapfrog development. It seems unlikely that the applicants would
construct a new office building in an area not served by infrastructure and public facilities.
Policy 5.4.1 refers to encouraging higher density housing, and therefore discouraging singlefamily housing, near Employment Centers. The subject site is not in the Downtown Center or in
a designated Employment Center.
The applicant states that the request clearly facilitates applicable Goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan because the Comp Plan encourages mixed use areas, with compatible
residential and non-residential uses within walking distance, and that barriers to high-quality
infill should be removed. Furthermore, most of the neighborhood in the vicinity of the subject site
is designated an Area of Change. A transition from residential properties to offices and other
small operations has begun to occur organically, and the immediate area is characterized by a
variety of uses such as offices and commercial uses.
Though the test in Section C is whether or not there is “significant conflict” with an adopted
element of the Comprehensive Plan or other City master plan such as a sector development
plan, since the request is for an SU-1 zone, the more rigorous test of “clearly facilitates” found
in Section I, applies. Staff finds the additional Goals and policies from the Comprehensive Plan
apply to the request, as do the Goal and some objectives in the HHSDP. The applicant’s policy
citations are insufficient and the arguments are not sufficiently linked to Goals and policies to
conclude that the request clearly facilitates realization of the Comprehensive Plan and the
HHSDP. The Goal and objectives of the HHSDP were not addressed. The response to Section C
is insufficient, so this test is not met.
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D. “The applicant must demonstrate that the existing zoning is in appropriate because:
1) there was an error when the existing zone map pattern was created, or
2) changed neighborhood or community conditions justify the change, or
3) a different use category is more advantageous to the community, as articulated in the
comprehensive Plan or other City master plan, even though (1) and (2) above do not apply.”
The existing zoning is inappropriate because neighborhood or community conditions have
changed sufficiently to justify the zone map amendment and a change to the zone map is necessary
to reflect current uses. One house on the same block is being used as a home office and two others
have rental units.
The SU-1 zone for permissive O-1 uses would also be more advantageous to the community for the
simple reason that leaving the existing zone map in place will require the City to either shut down
a number of existing businesses or litigate the propriety of the map and its selective enforcement
thereof.
There are a number of mixed-use areas in the sector that would allow MBA to continue operating
its business at the current location. It appears that in many instances the zoning was chosen based
on the use of the buildings. For example, the mixed-use area at 501 Central NE encompasses
three buildings north of Central, but only two buildings in the next block to the east, four buildings
in the next block, then three buildings in the next block. If these existing businesses are being
grandfathered into an area that is otherwise zoned residential, the same should be done for MBAs
location and its neighbors operating businesses in homes.
The applicant refers to (D)(2), that changed community conditions justify the proposed change.
Over many years, change has occurred in the Huning Highland area, which was originally a
residential subdivision. The area’s proximity to Downtown, and the fact that Central Avenue
runs through it, have been forces for change over time. The HHSDP (1988, previously 1977)
has responded to these changes by establishing various categories of SU-2 zoning in addition to
MR (Mixed Residential), including SU-2 for RO (Residential Office) and SU-2 for NCR
(Neighborhood Commercial Residential), to reflect the unique situation of Huning Highland.
The zone map was amended in 2005 (R-2005-185) to add the SU-2 CRZ (Corridor
Revitalization Zone) along Central Ave. and extending a few lots to the north and south.
Zone change requests pertain to a particular subject site and are evaluated based on that
property’s particulars, not by comparing it to the situation of other properties. Even if such
comparisons were used as a matter of practice, the applicant’s claims that the City would have
to shut down existing businesses or litigate selective enforcement of the zone map would have to
be substantiated.
For example, the applicant refers to the area around 501 Central Ave. NE, which is now a
vacant lot, and that these businesses were “grandfathered” into an area that would otherwise be
zoned residential. These properties are zoned SU-2 CRZ pursuant to the current plan and prior
to 1987 were zoned SU-2 NCR pursuant to the 1977 HHSDP. Indeed at some point, commercial
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uses developed on these properties and they were given zoning to reflect their existing land uses,
but this is a very different situation than placing an office use in part of Block 12, which is
zoned SU-2 MR for residential uses since at least 1987.
Furthermore, the block north of the subject site is zoned SU-2 RO, so the office use to the north
is permissive. Any office uses to the south where SU-2 RO zoning is indicated are also
permissive (see attachment). Though some uses near the subject site could operating in conflict
with their site’s zoning, it’s critical to check the zoning and see if the use is allowed. If a
discrepancy is found between land use and zoning, it can be reported to the Code Enforcement
Division for investigation and a possible enforcement.
The discussion does not include a nexus between changed community conditions and how they
have affected the subject site and made a zone change warranted. The response to Section D is
insufficient.
E. “A change of zone shall not be approved where some of the permissive uses in the zone would be
harmful to adjacent property, the neighborhood or the community.”
None of the permissive uses in the SU-1 zone for permissive O-1 uses would be harmful to
adjacent property, the neighborhood, or the community, but would further the City’s policies and
benefit the neighborhood. Dwelling units and offices are present throughout the neighborhood.
Most of the permissive uses are simply not economically feasible for this location. Furthermore,
the property will be controlled by the site plan accompanying the application. Declining to amend
the zone map to allow existing uses to continue will require existing businesses and multi-tenant
rentals to relocate and houses that have been converted to those uses to be reconstructed into
residences, including the removal of a parking lot at a neighboring office.
The permissive uses in the O-1 zone would generally not be harmful to adjacent property, the
neighborhood, or the community because, with an SU-2/SU-1 zone, the subject site would be
site plan controlled. Future, major amendments would return to the EPC. Also, any operation
would be limited due to the subject site’s size (approximately 6,700 sf), including the present
operation, which does not generate much traffic or noise and does not have signage.
Some neighbors have expressed concern that the proposed zone change would set a precedent
of allowing an office use among residential uses, which they believe would be harmful. R2701980 does not have a criterion that allows precedent to be used as an argument. It is important
to remember that zone change requests are decided upon the merits and specifics of the
particular case and how the request fulfills the requirements of R270-1980—not upon those of
other properties in the area. The response to Section E is sufficient.
F. “A proposed zone change which, to be utilized through land development, requires major and
unprogrammed capital expenditures by the City may be:
1) denied due to lack of capital funds, or
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2) granted with the implicit understanding that the City is not bound to provide the capital
improvements on any special schedule.”
The zone change will not require capital expenditures by the City. MBA seeks the zone change to
reflect current uses. Any capital expenditures required by the current use have been made.
The request would not require major or unprogrammed capital expenditures by the City.
Infrastructure is in place. The response to Section F is sufficient.
G. “The cost of land or other economic considerations pertaining to the applicant shall not be the
determining factor for a change of zone.”
MBA does not assert that the cost of land or other economic considerations should determine the
outcome of its application.
Economic considerations are a factor, but the applicant is not using them as the determining
factor for the request. The response to Section G is sufficient.
H: “Location on a collector or major street is not in itself sufficient justification of apartment, office or
commercial zoning.”
MBA’s property is not located on a collector or major street and MBA does not assert that its
location in itself is justification for its application.
The subject site fronts Edith Blvd. NE, a local street. Tijeras Ave. and Copper Ave. are
designated as local streets in this location. The response to Section H is sufficient.
I: “A zone change request which would give a zone different from surrounding zoning to one small
area, especially when only one premise is involved, is generally called a ‘spot zone’. Such a change of
zone may be approved only when:
1) the change will clearly facilitate realization of the Comprehensive Plan and any applicable
adopted sector development plan or area development plan, or
2) the area of the proposed zone change is different from surrounding land because it could
function as a transition between adjacent zones, because the site is not suitable for the uses
allowed in any adjacent zone due to topography, traffic or special adverse land uses nearby, or
because the nature of structures already on the premises makes the site unsuitable for the uses
allowed in any adjacent zone.”
The application may appear to be a disfavored spot zone. In fact, the entire three-block area
already appears to be both spot-zoned and zoned incorrectly. 301 Edith Blvd. NE is zoned SU-2
RO, but houses a law firm. 123 Edith Blvd. NE is zoned MR- the only property on the block that is
so zoned. Half the block at the NE corner of Central and Arno is zoned SU-2 MR while the other
half us SU-2 CRA. The pattern is repeated along each side of Central. In this neighborhood, spot
zoning is the rule, not the exception. Nevertheless, as discussed in detail above, MBAs requested
change will clearly facilitate realization of a number of the Comp Plan’s policies.
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The request for SU-2/SU-1 for O-1 permissive uses would create a spot zone because the subject
site is only one premise and it would be surrounded by SU-2/MR zoning. A three-block area
would not meet the definition of spot zone. The property at 301 Edith Blvd. NE is part of a block
of SU-2/RO zoning, in which an office is a permissive use. The property at 123 Edith Blvd. NE
is zoned SU-2/MR but the rest of the block to the south is zoned SU-2/RO. Again, this zoning
pattern was established by the HHSDP, as was the SU-2/CRZ (Corridor Revitalization Zone)
along both sides of Central Ave. Though an examination of land use patterns is interesting,
analysis of a zone change request is not comparative with other properties.
A spot zone can be justified provided that the applicant demonstrates that the request clearly
facilitates realization of applicable Goals and policies. In this case, the response to Section B is
sufficient (though in part irrelevant), but the applicant has not adequately demonstrated that
the proposed zone change is justified in the response to Section C.
J: “A zone change request which would give a zone different from surrounding zoning to a strip of
land along a street is generally called ‘strip zoning’. Strip commercial zoning will be approved only
where:
1) the change will clearly facilitate realization of the Comprehensive Plan and any applicable
adopted sector development plan or area development plan, and
2) the area of the proposed zone change is different from surrounding land because it could
function as a transition between adjacent zones or because the site is not suitable for the uses
allowed in any adjacent zone due to traffic or special adverse land uses nearby.”
MBA’s property is not a strip of land along a street, and its application does not request a strip
zone.
The request would not result in a strip zone because the subject site is not a “strip of land along
a street”. The response to Section J is sufficient.
Conclusion
Staff finds that the applicant has not adequately justified the sector development plan map
amendment (zone change) pursuant to R270-1980, primarily due to the response to Section C. The
policy citations are insufficient and the arguments are not sufficiently linked to Goals and policies
to conclude that the request clearly facilitates realization of the Comprehensive Plan and the
HHSDP. The Goal and objectives of the HHSDP were not addressed.
Without an adequate, policy-based response to Section C, the response to Section I (which requires
that a spot zone be justified by demonstrating that the request clearly facilitates realization of
applicable Goals and policies) cannot be sufficient. Similarly, the response to Section A depends
upon an adequate policy-based response. Regarding Section D, the applicant has not adequately
demonstrated that changed community conditions justify the proposed zoning. The remaining
sections (B, E, F, G, and J) are sufficiently addressed. For these reasons, Staff recommends denial
of the sector development plan map amendment (zone change) request.
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VI. SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR BUILDING PERMIT- “AS BUILT” & PROCESS
A site development plan is required for a zone change to an SU-1 Zone pursuant to §14-16-2-22(A)(1). Zoning Code §14-16-3-11 states, “…Site Development Plans are expected to meet the
requirements of adopted city policies and procedures.” However, the HHSDP does not contain any
General SU-2 Regulations, as do some sector development plans. Compliance with Zoning Code
requirements, enacted after the buildings were constructed, is triggered by a square footage addition of
200 sf or greater. However, no additional square footage is proposed.
Since an SU-1 zone is requested, precise documentation of what exists on the site is very important
for two reasons: 1) with an SU-1 zone, items not specified on the site development plan are not
allowed; and 2) so the site development plan won’t have to be amended later. The applicant has
provided an “as built” site development plan for building permit (see attachment), which Staff has
reviewed.
Process
The site development plan is for an existing, “as built” site. Minor revisions are needed for
clarification and documentation purposes. Staff has determined that it is not necessary for the site
development plan to go to the Development Review Board (DRB). All infrastructure is already in
place.
Staff requests that the EPC delegate its approval authority for the site development plan to Staff,
so that the “as built” site development plan can be approved administratively. Staff will check the
revised site development plan for compliance with the EPC’s conditions of approval. Routing to
Staff from Transportation, Utilities, and Hydrology is a part of the administrative approval (AA)
process. Comments from these Staff persons, if any, will be need to be addressed.
Site Plan Layout / Configuration
The subject site is located at the SW corner of Tijeras Rd. NE and Edith Blvd. NE. The entrance of
the existing single-family home faces east. The driveway is along the subject site’s northern side.
There is no garage. The home and front yard take up about half of the lot and the back yard takes
up the other half.
Refuse Enclosure: The subject site is already set up for residential service.
Vehicular Access, Circulation & Parking
Access to the subject site is from Edith Blvd. NE via a driveway along the subject site’s northern
side. The driveway serves as a parking area. On-street parking is also available on Edith Blvd. NE.
Minimum required parking for an office use is one space for every 200 sf of net leasable area on
the ground floor. The building is approximately 1,200 sf, so 6 parking spaces are required. One
handicap parking space, one bicycle parking space, and one motorcycle parking space are
required.
Because the requested zoning is SU-1, however, off-street parking is decided by the EPC pursuant
to Zoning Code §14-16-2-22, Special Use Zone. The EPC may approve less parking if it chooses.
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The site plan indicates that 2 or 3 parking spaces can be accommodated in the back yard. On-street
parking would also be available. A Traffic Impact Study (TIS) was not required.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Access and Circulation, Transit Access
Pedestrian and bicycle access is available from both Tijeras Ave. and Edith Blvd. NE. There is a
pedestrian pathway from the sidewalk to the doorway. Access to transit is good and within
walking distance. The subject site is a block and a half north of Central Ave., which is designated
a Main Street Corridor and has some of the most frequent transit service in the City.
Walls/Fences
The subject site is not fenced in the front. There are three-foot, white picket fences on both sides
of the subject site, and a six-foot white wooden fence along the rear property line that abuts the
alley. There is a shorter, white wooden fence enclosing the patio area directly in back of the house.
The fences are shown on the elevations sheet.
Lighting and Security
Lighting is provided by post lights at the gates. There are no light poles.
Landscaping
The subject site is landscaped in the front with a variety of xeric plants, including coneflower,
grasses, lavender, nandina, and turpentine bush, with an Ash tree on each side of the pathway. One
of the Ash trees existed prior to the applicant’s purchase of the property.
The back is landscaped with lavender, artemesia, some turf, vitex, lantana, and marigolds. The
property owners kept the mature Elm tree. All landscaping would remain.
Landscape beds should be dimensioned. The landscaping calculations need to be redone using the
correct figure for net lot area, though it appears that the 15% requirement is met. However, Zoning
Code 14-16-3-10, Landscaping Regulations Applicable to Apartment and Non-Residential
Development, does not apply because no building addition over 200 sf is proposed.
Grading & Drainage Plan
The subject site is already developed and is flat. A grading & drainage plan was not included. If
determined necessary by the City Hydrologist, a grading and drainage plan will be requested.
Utility Plans
The subject site is already served by utilities-water lines and sanitary sewer lines. If there are any
easements, they should be shown and mentioned with a note.
Architecture & Design
The existing building mostly typifies the architectural style of the early 1900s, when the Huning
Highland neighborhood was built. Some alterations (ex. the windows) have occurred, and Historic
Preservation Staff have been involved. No changes to the building are proposed. If any changes
are desired in the future, the applicant will need to obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness from the
Landmarks and Urban Conservation Commission (LUCC).
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The building is made of brick and has a front porch and a back deck. The roof is pitched and has a
feature window on the front, consistent with the style of the era. Shingles were replaced and are
tan. The patio and deck fencing is painted white. Approximate building height and colors and
materials should be indicated.
Signage
There is no signage.
VII. AGENCY & NEIGHBORHOOD CONCERNS
Reviewing Agencies/Pre-Hearing Discussion
City Departments and other agencies reviewed this application from 07/06/’18 to 07/22/’18. Few
comments were received. Transit Staff note that the subject site is proximate to the Central
Avenue Premium Transit Corridor, and that it is well-served by Transit.
Long-Range Planning Staff note that the zoning pattern in this area establishes an island of R-1
uses surrounded by multi-family and neighborhood commercial uses, and that the Comprehensive
Plan supports keeping single-family neighborhoods intact. The subject site’s Area of Consistency
designation reflects this intention.
Note that, at the time of the agency commenting period, the proposal did not include the “as-built”
site development plan. As part of the AA process after EPC, Staff from Transportation,
Hydrology, and Utilities would have an opportunity to comment. Agency comments begin on p.
23.
Neighborhood/Public
The affected neighborhood organizations are the Broadway Central Corridors Partnership, Inc. and
the Huning Highland Historic District Association (HHHDA), which the applicant notified as
required. The applicant also notified property owners within 100 feet of the subject site, as
required.
Staff has received three letters of opposition. The HHHDA, at its June meeting, voted to oppose
the request. They do not support the use of a home solely to operate a business, though generally
they support residents who operate business out of their homes. The HHHDA is concerned about
setting a precedent (see attachment).
Two neighbors also provided letters. The residents across the street (202 Edith Blvd. NE) are
concerned that the zone change could lead to decay rather than improvement of the neighborhood
and point out that they are retired and at home during the day so the business wouldn’t improve
neighborhood security (see attachment). The other letter is from a neighbor on the 100 block of
Edith Blvd., who also believes that the business would not improve neighborhood security. She
wants to protect the nature of the historic overlay district as a residential subdivision (see
attachment).
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A facilitated meeting was not held. Staff has not received any phone calls or additional
correspondence as of this writing. The applicant’s letter indicates that they are aware of some
support for the request, but Staff doesn’t have anything in writing.
VIII.

CONCLUSION
This request is for a sector development plan map amendment (zone change) and an associated “as
built” site development plan for building permit for an approximately 0.2 acre site located at 205
Edith Blvd. NE, between Tijeras Ave. NE and Copper Ave. NE. The subject site is within the
boundaries of the Huning Highland Sector Development Plan (HHSDP), and is in the Huning
Highland Historic District and the Historic Overlay Zone.
The applicant proposes to change the subject site’s zoning from “SU-2/MR (Mixed Residential)”
to “SU-2/SU-1 for O-1 Permissive Uses” in order to continue operating an interior design
business. The applicants received a Notice of Violation (NOV) from the Code Enforcement
Division.
The sector development plan map amendment (zone change) has not been adequately justified
pursuant to R270-1980 because the response to Section C does not contain a sufficient policybased demonstration that the request would clearly facilitate realization of applicable Goals and
policies in the Comprehensive Plan and the HHSDP.
The affected neighborhood organizations are the Broadway Central Corridors Partnership, Inc. and
the Huning Highland Historic District Association, which were notified as required. Property
owners within 100 feet of the subject site were also notified, as required. Staff received three
letters of opposition, from the Huning Highland Historic District Association (HHHDA) and two
neighbors. A facilitated meeting was not held.
Staff recommends denial of the zone change and, therefore, the associated site development plan
for building permit.
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FINDINGS – RZ-2018-0005, August 9, 2018- Sector Development Plan Map Amendment (Zone
Change)
1. The request is for a sector development plan map amendment (zone change) to the Huning
Highland Sector Development Plan (HHSDP), and an as-built site development plan for building
permit, for Lot 7, Block 12, Huning’s Highlands Addition, an approximately 0.2 acre site located
on Edith Blvd. NE, between Tijeras Ave. NE and Copper Ave. NE (205 Edith Blvd. NE) (the
“subject site”).
2. The applicant owns the subject site and proposes to change the subject site’s zoning from SU2/MR (Mixed Residential) to SU-2/SU-1 for Permissive O-1 Uses to allow operation of an interior
design firm to continue.
3. The subject request is accompanied by a request for an as-built site development plan for building
permit (SI-2018-00012).
4. The Comprehensive Plan designates the subject site as an Area of Consistency. The subject site is
within the boundaries of the Huning Highland Sector Development Plan (HHSDP) and is in the
Huning Highland Historic District and the Historic Overlay Zone (HOZ).
5. The Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan, the Huning Highlands Sector
Development Plan (HHSDP), and the City of Albuquerque Zoning Code are incorporated herein
by reference and made part of the record for all purposes.
6. The applicant has not adequately justified the sector development plan map amendment (zone
change) request pursuant to Resolution 270-1980:
A. Section A: Consistency with the City’s health, safety, morals and general welfare can be
shown by demonstrating that the request clearly facilitates applicable Goals and policies from
the Comprehensive Plan and the other applicable plans, the Huning Highland Sector
Development Plan (HHSDP). The response to Section A is sufficient, but the applicant has not
demonstrated that the request clearly facilitates realization of applicable Goals and policies in
the response to Section C.
B. Section B: The proposed zoning is limited in scope and, because an SU-1 zone is requested, it
is tied to an “as-built” site development plan for the subject site. The uses allowed by the
proposed zoning would be unlikely to adversely affect stability of land use and zoning in the
area because they would be limited, due the size of the historic building and the lot area, to
small-scale operations.
C. Section C: Since the request is for an SU-1 zone, the “clearly facilitates” test (see Section I)
applies and overrides the less rigorous “no significant conflict” test. The arguments are not
sufficiently linked to Goals and policies to conclude that the request clearly facilitates
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realization of the Comprehensive Plan and the HHSDP. Additional Goals and policies from
the Comprehensive Plan, and the Goal and some objectives in the HHSDP, should be included.
D. Section D: The applicant has not adequately demonstrated that changed community conditions
(D)(2) justify the proposed zone change because the discussion does not include a nexus
between changed community conditions and how they have affected the subject site and made
a zone change warranted. Rather, the discussion focuses on other properties that may have a
discrepancy between their zoning and land use, without substantiating the claims.
E. Section E: The permissive uses in the O-1 zone would generally not be harmful to adjacent
property, the neighborhood, or the community. The subject site would be site plan controlled
and major amendments would be required to return to the EPC. Any operation would be
limited due to the subject site’s size (approximately 6,700 sf), including the present operation,
which does not generate much traffic or noise and does not have signage.
F. Section F: The proposed zone change requires no capital expenditures by the City.
Infrastructure is in place.
G. Section G: Economic considerations pertaining to the applicant are a factor in the zone change
request, but they are not the determining factor.
H. Section H: The subject site is not located on a collector or major street.
I. Section I: The request would create a spot zone because the subject site is only one premise
and it would be surrounded by SU-2/MR zoning. A spot zone can be justified provided that the
applicant demonstrates that the request clearly facilitates realization of applicable Goals and
policies, which did not occur in the response to Section C.
J. Section J: The request is for a single lot and not for a strip of land along a street, and therefore
would not result in a “strip zone”.
7. The applicant has not adequately justified the zone change pursuant to R270-1980, primarily due to
the response to Section C. The policy citations are insufficient and the arguments are not
sufficiently linked to Goals and policies to conclude that the request clearly facilitates realization
of the Comprehensive Plan and applicable sector development plan (the HHSDP). The Goal and
objectives of the HHSDP were not addressed.
Without an adequate, policy-based response to Section C, the response to Section I cannot be
sufficient. Similarly, the response to Section A depends upon an adequate policy-based response.
Regarding Section D, the applicant has not adequately demonstrated that the existing zoning is
inappropriate and that the proposed zone category would be more advantageous to the community,
based on the policy-based discussion in Section C. The remaining sections (B, E, F, G, and J) are
sufficiently addressed.
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8. The affected neighborhood organizations are the Broadway Central Corridors Partnership, Inc. and
the Huning Highland Historic District Association (HHHDA), which the applicant notified as
required. The applicant also notified property owners within 100 feet of the subject site, as
required.
9. Staff received three letters of opposition. The HHHDA, at its June meeting, voted to oppose the
request. They do not support the use of a home solely to operate a business and are concerned
about setting a precedent. Two neighbors also provided letters. The residents across the street
(202 Edith Blvd. NE) are concerned that the request could lead to decay rather than improvement
of the neighborhood and point out that the business wouldn’t improve neighborhood security. The
other letter is from a neighbor on the 100 block of Edith Blvd., who primarily wants to protect the
nature of the historic overlay district as a residential subdivision.
10. Some neighbors have expressed concern that the proposed zone change would set a precedent of
allowing an office use among residential uses, which they believe would be harmful. R270-1980
does not have a criterion that allows precedent to be used as an argument. Zone change requests
are decided upon the merits and specifics of the particular case, not upon those of other properties
in the area, and how the request fulfills the requirements of R270-1980.
11. A facilitated meeting was not held. Staff has not received any phone calls or additional
correspondence as of this writing.
RECOMMENDATION - RZ-2018-00005, August 9, 2018- Sector Development Plan Map Amendment
(Zone Change)
DENIAL of RZ-2018-00005, a request for a sector development plan map amendment from SU2 for M-R (Mixed Residential) to “SU-2 for SU-1 for O-1 Permissive Uses” for Lot 7, Block 12,
Huning’s Highlands Addition, an approximately 0.2 acre site located on Edith Blvd. NE,
between Tijeras Ave. NE and Copper Ave. NE (205 Edith Blvd. NE), based on the preceding
Findings.

FINDINGS - SI-2018-00012, August 9, 2018-Site Development Plan for Building Permit (as-built)
1. The request is for a sector development plan map amendment (zone change) to the Huning
Highland Sector Development Plan (HHSDP), and an as-built site development plan for building
permit, for Lot 7, Block 12, Huning’s Highlands Addition, an approximately 0.2 acre site located
on Edith Blvd. NE, between Tijeras Ave. NE and Copper Ave. NE (205 Edith Blvd. NE) (the
“subject site”).
2. The subject request is accompanied by a sector development plan map amendment (zone change)
request (RZ-2018-00005). The sector development plan map amendment request is not justified
pursuant to R270-1980.
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3. The Comprehensive Plan designates the subject site as an Area of Consistency. The subject site is
within the boundaries of the Huning Highland Sector Development Plan (HHSDP) and is in the
Huning Highland Historic District and the Historic Overlay Zone (HOZ).
4. The Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan, the Huning Highlands Sector
Development Plan (HHSDP), and the City of Albuquerque Zoning Code are incorporated herein
by reference and made part of the record for all purposes.
5. Pursuant to Zoning Code 14-16-2-22(A)(1), the SU-1 zone, a request for a zone change to an SU-1
zone must be accompanied by a site development plan. Because the zone change is not justified at
this time, the associated site development plan is rendered unnecessary.
6. The affected neighborhood organizations are the Broadway Central Corridors Partnership, Inc. and
the Huning Highland Historic District Association (HHHDA), which the applicant notified as
required. The applicant also notified property owners within 100 feet of the subject site, as
required.
7. Staff received three letters of opposition. The HHHDA, at its June meeting, voted to oppose the
request. They do not support the use of a home solely to operate a business and are concerned
about setting a precedent. Two neighbors also provided letters. The residents across the street
(202 Edith Blvd. NE) are concerned that the request could lead to decay rather than improvement
of the neighborhood and point out that the business wouldn’t improve neighborhood security. The
other letter is from a neighbor on the 100 block of Edith Blvd., who primarily wants to protect the
nature of the historic overlay district as a residential subdivision.
8. A facilitated meeting was not held. Staff has not received any phone calls or additional
correspondence as of this writing.
RECOMMENDATION - SI-2018-00012, August 9, 2018
DENIAL of SI-2018-00012, an as-built Site Development Plan for Building Permit for Lot 7,
Block 12, Huning’s Highlands Addition, an approximately 0.2 acre site located on Edith Blvd.
NE, between Tijeras Ave. NE and Copper Ave. NE (205 Edith Blvd. NE), based on the
preceding Findings.

Catalina Lehner, AICP
Senior Planner
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Notice of Decision cc list
cc: McKown Belanger Associates, 205 Edith Blvd. NE, ABQ, NM 87102
Wade Jackson, Sutin, Thayer & Browne, 6100 Uptown Blvd. NE, Suite 400, ABQ, NM 87110
Broadway Central Corridors Partn. Inc., Jim Maddox, 515 Central Ave. NE, ABQ, NM 87102
Broadway Central Corridors Partn. Inc., Rob Dickson, P.O. Box 302, ABQ, NM 87103
Huning Highland Historic Dist. Assoc., Ann Carson, 416 Walter St. SE, ABQ, NM 87102
Huning Highland Historic Dist., Assoc., Bonnie Anderson, 321 High St. SE, ABQ, NM 87102
Lauren Walker Austin, 121 Edith Blvd. NE, ABQ, NM 87102
Bruce Redford and Dennis Crowley, 202 Edith Blvd. NE, ABQ, NM 87102
Kevin Morrow kmorrow@cabq.gov
Kathy Berglund kberglund@cabq.gov
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE AGENCY COMMENTS
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Zoning Enforcement
No adverse comments.
Office of Neighborhood Coordination
Long Range Planning
Comments for Zone Map Amendment:
This zoning on this property was established by the Huning Highland Sector Development Plan (SDP)
in 1988. According to the SDP, SU-2/MR corresponds to R-1 in the Zoning Code with exceptions for
front setback, accessory dwelling units, and conditional uses, which do not include office.
The SDP does include a zone SU-2/RO (Residential Office) that corresponds to R-2 with allowance
for office uses in 50% of the floor area as a conditional use.
This property was not zoned SU-2/RO when it could have been. Nor were surrounding properties on
the block. This block is surrounded by SU-2/MR zoning on all but the north side. The property to the
north across Tijeras Ave. is zoned SU-2/RO.
The zoning pattern in this area establishes an island of R-1 uses surrounded by multi-family and
neighborhood commercial uses. There are clearly pressures for this area to convert to the same uses
that are more intense than the S-2/MR (R-1 equivalent) zone.
The Area of Change and Consistency map reflects this land use pattern and resulting pressure on the
island of single-family uses.

In general, the Comprehensive Plan supports keeping single-family neighborhoods intact and
discourages zone changes within single-family neighborhoods. It may be the case that in this area, the
single-family neighborhood has already transitioned to other land uses, perhaps illegally, and the
larger question is whether it is still desirable and advisable to maintain the island of single-family
surrounded by other uses in Areas of Change.
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ABC Comp Plan Goal 5.6 City Development Areas: Encourage and direct growth to Areas of
Change where it is expected and desired and ensure that development in and near Areas of
Consistency reinforces the character and intensity of the surrounding area.
ABC Comp Plan Policy 5.6.3 Areas of Consistency: Protect and enhance the character of existing
single-family neighborhoods, areas outside of Centers and Corridors, parks, and Major Public Open
Space.
ABC Comp Plan Policy 5.6.3.b: Ensure that development reinforces the scale, intensity, and setbacks
of the immediately surrounding context.
ABC Comp Plan Policy 5.6.3.b: Carefully consider zone changes from residential to non-residential
zones in terms of scale, impact on land use compatibility with abutting properties, and context.
The application cites additional policies, some of which do not apply to this location. This site is
within a Premium Transit and Major Transit area, but it is not within the Downtown or Urban Centers,
so Policy 5.1.3 and Policy 5.1.4 do not apply to this request. Further, the cited Area of Change policy
is not applicable to this request.
The policies on Desired Growth (5.1.1), Major Transit Corridors (5.1.10), Infill Development (5.3.1),
and Housing near Jobs (5.4.1) could be considered to be applicable to the subject site. However, in
total, the collection of policies in support of neighborhood stability are more salient to this request
than the applicant’s cited policies in favor of changing the zoning of this site from a residential to an
office zone.
The Huning Highland SDP has several relevant, if competing Objectives:
 To protect and enhance the unique residential character of the area.
 To encourage and support appropriate commercial development.
 To promote housing rehabilitation programs for low-income property owners.
 To encourage and support local employment and local business development.
The requested zone, SU-2/SU-1 for O-1 would convert to MX-T under the IDO. Clearly, the MX-T
zone would allow more intense uses and allow development at a larger scale than the surrounding R1B zoning. Given these Comp Plan policies and Sector Plan objectives, Long Range does not
recommend approval of the zone map amendment.
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Comments for Site Plan for Building Permit:
The Site Plan for Building Permit indicates one structure labeled “Residence.” The second page shows
the interior layout with a living room, dining room, kitchen, three bedrooms and two bathrooms. This
is consistent with maintaining the site with the SU-2/MR zoning and single-family residential uses.
There is nothing in this Site Plan that indicates the zone, uses, building elevations and dimensions, or
building height, all of which are required elements of a Site Development Plan for Building Permit.
Due to the inconsistency with what is shown on the requested Site Plan for Building Permit and the
zone change request, and the deficient content included with the Site Plan for Building Permit, Long
Range does not recommend approval of this request.
CITY ENGINEER
Transportation Development
No objection to the zone change request. Transportation Development Conditions:
1. Developer is responsible for permanent improvements to the transportation facilities adjacent to
the proposed development site plan, as required by the Development Review Board (DRB).
2. Site plan shall comply and be in accordance with all applicable City of Albuquerque requirements,
including the Development Process Manual and current ADA criteria.
Hydrology Development
New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT)
NMDOT has no comment.
DEPARTMENT of MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT
Transportation Planning
No comment.
Traffic Engineering Operations (Department of Municipal Development)
Street Maintenance (Department of Municipal Development)
RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS FROM THE CITY ENGINEER: none.
WATER UTILITY AUTHORITY
Utility Services
1.

2.

RZ-2018-00005 Sector Development Plan Map Amendment (Zone Change)
·
Identification: UPC – 101405744743512404
a.
No adverse comment to the proposed amendment
SI-2018-00012 – Site Development Plan for Building Permit Amendment
a.
The indicated building permit amendment does not appear to affect the buildings
required fire flow for the building thus an availability statement is not necessary at this
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time. Should the fire flow for the building change please request and availability statement.
Requests can be made at the link below:
i. http://www.abcwua.org/Availability_Statements.aspx
ii. Request shall include a City Fire Marshal approved Fire 1 Plan and a zone
map showing the site location.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Air Quality Division
Environmental Services Division
PARKS AND RECREATION
Planning and Design
Open Space Division
City Forester
POLICE DEPARTMENT/Planning
No comment on the zone change.
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
Refuse Division- No comment
FIRE DEPARTMENT/Planning
TRANSIT DEPARTMENT
Site is very proximate to the Central Avenue Premium Transit Corridor. Not directly on a route, but is
within 800 walking feet of the EDo ART station (Fixed Routes 766 and 777) and within 1200 feet in
either direction from a Fixed Route 66 stop. No comment.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER AGENCIES
BERNALILLO COUNTY
ALBUQUERQUE METROPOLITAN ARROYO FLOOD CONTROL AUTHORITY
AMAFCA has no objections.
ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
This will have no adverse impact to the APS district.
MID-REGION COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
MRMPO has no adverse comments.
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MIDDLE RIO GRANDE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW MEXICO
PNM has no comments based on information provided to date.

